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The recent turmoil in world financial markets which apparently precipitated declines on the
Mexican stock exchange as well , combined with high domestic inflation and slow economic growth
have resulted in the resurgence of a national debate on government economic policy. Many recent
comments by scholars and business leaders appearing in the national media warn that another
recessionary cycle is likely, unless the government acts now to forestall or cushion its effects. In
response to private sector concerns, on Oct. 28 President Miguel de la Madrid told participants at
a national conference of industrialists that foreign psychological jitters and uncertainties "do not
frighten us." De la Madrid said his government will not promote new policies at this time, but rather
proceed with "serenity and firmness."
Next, the president declared that the government does not "believe in shock treatment schemes" to
reduce inflation in the short term. The recent high levels of inflation characteristic of the Mexican
economy, he said, have structural roots and are being attacked by the policies of "reorganization and
modernization." (EL NACIONAL, 10/29/87) The private sector has transformed regular events into
forums for the analysis of economic policy and for launching specific demands.
At an event Nov. 3 commemorating the 70th anniversary of the business organization,
CONCONACO, spokesperson Ignacio Armida Moran said the executive council was in total support
of the government's modernization policy. Representatives of several member businesses echoed
his sentiments. Meanwhile, Armida Moran and other speakers made it clear that Mexico's economic
crisis is far from over, and that 1988 will also be a "difficult" year. (UNIVERSAL, 11/04/87) At the
same conference, Antonio del Valle, president of the Center of Private Sector Economic Studies
(CEESP), provided a summary of a recent analysis which concludes, among other things, that
devaluation of the peso vis-a-vis the US dollar must be accelerated. According to del Valle, unless
peso devaluations are increased at this time, many Mexican companies could lose their foreign
markets, and even risk bankruptcy.
Next, Del Valle declared that accelerated trade liberalization in current economic circumstances is
dangerous. He pointed out that several industrial sectors registered losses in the July-September
period. (EL FINANCIERO, 11/04/87) According to the national media, despite statements on its
commitment to the "continuity" of present economic policies, government officials are pursuing
examination of several policy changes. As of yet, however, the government is reluctant to implement
any changes which might result in a slowdown of economic growth before year-end. Inflation
surged upward in the Oct. 30-Nov. 6 period, result of a recent 25% across-the-board wage hike,
and upcoming adjustments in fuel prices. In the last week of October, domestic interest rates were
raised, and a large peso devaluation was expected before Nov. 10. These measures were adopted by
the government to reduce excess liquidity in the economy, and the danger of "dollarization" (i.e.,
converting large quantities of pesos into dollars).
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Meanwhile, both measures are expected to have negative effects on the public deficit and domestic
inflation. (EL FINANCIERO, 11/02/87) As pointed out by business newspaper EL FINANCIERO
(11/04/87), the government finds itself in a precarious position. In order to avoid capital flight and
dollarization, public officials are encouraged to keep domestic interest rates high, and continually
devalue the peso. But these actions fuel inflation and escalate the public deficit, while also provoking
fears of a "shock treatment program" for 1988. Another option would be to refrain from domestic
interest rate hikes and peso devaluations while employing foreign reserves to stabilize exchange
rate parity. But this option would lead to capital flight and dollarization.
For EL FINANCIERO, the government faces a real dilemma since both options may sooner or later
provoke recession. According to economist Claudio Urencio Castro, the combined effects of the
government's dilemma point to the necessity of realigning economic policy as a whole, including
foreign debt arrangements. He suggests that Mexico should join and expand Latin American
economic integration efforts, establish mechansisms of consultation with the US, and redefine the
real cost of the foreign debt. Arturo Ortiz, researcher at Mexico's National University (UNAM),
suggests that foreign debt service payments should fluctuate in line with export revenues. Such an
arrangement, he said, would be a "just," not a "radical" solution. (EL FINANCIERO, 11/03/87)
In contrast to Ortiz, specialists at UNAM's Economic Research Institute (Instituto de Investigaciones
Economicas) say that economic policy solutions must be radical in order to be effective. The global
strategy of the country's "export economic model," they said, must be modified. This model
continual currency devaluation, domestic market growth and change in function of foreign market
behavior, import controls is inflationary and often leads to economic stagnation. According to
Francisco Navarrete, an export-led or dependent economy must always be seeking out new and
larger markets, and is subject to price vagaries and declines on the world market.
In brief, the domestic economy functions in service of policies and price movements over which
the Mexican government and businesses have no control. The insertion of the Mexican economy in
the international economy, said Navarrete, with its correspondent "punishment" of the domestic
market, and low living standards for the majority of Mexicans, cannot continue. Fernando Calzada,
another economic specialist at the UNAM Institute, said participation in multilateral trade forums
has not worked in Mexico's favor. Trade liberalization policies, he asserted, will not benefit
Mexico in a context of growing protectionism on the part of industrialized nations. For the UNAM
economists, the most sensible strategies the government could pursue and with this, depart from
the "export economic model" are to stimulate domestic demand and investment, and increase
consumption, employment, and public spending. (UNIVERSAL, 11/04/87)
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